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The Prophet's Dictionary by Paula Price is an essential tool for laymen, prophets, prophesiers,

pastors, intercessors, and dreamers of dreams. As an all-in-one dictionary and reference book

containing over 1,600 relevant definitions of terms and phrases for the prophetic realm of Christian

ministry, it exposes ancient religious seductions and how they have infiltrated movies, television,

and books. Prophetic visions and clues to interpreting their symbolism, imagery, and signs are also

included.People from all walks of life can benefit as this book aids in the understanding of what may

be expected from prophets or the prophetic ministry. Delve deeper and you will find much more.God

speaks to us today!
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The Prophet's Dictionary by Paula Price is an essential tool for laymen, prophets, prophesiers,

pastors, intercessors, and dreamers of dreams. As an all-in-one dictionary and reference book

containing over 1,600 relevant definitions of terms and phrases for the prophetic realm of Christian

ministry, it will show you how to:Experience the power of the gifts of prophesyUnderstand their

operation in our modern worldCorrectly interpret and apply God's prophetic wordsDistinguish

between true and false prophetsDifferentiate between spiritual and natural dreamsUnderstand

God-given dreamsDevelop your spiritual giftsIn addition, the author exposes ancient religious

seductions and how they have infiltrated movies, television, and books. Prophetic visions and clues

to interpreting their symbolism, imagery, and signs are also included.People from all walks of life



can benefit as this book aids in the understanding of what may be expected from prophets or the

prophetic ministry. Delve deeper and you will find much more.God speaks to us today!

I was very excited when I flipped through this book in my local Christian bookstore. I am a pastor

and seminary professor and always looking to find good background information on the Bible. When

I got this book, I was shocked at all the craziness within the pages!!This book is filled with errors.For

example, under the section of "NIMROD" the author states; "Truly, this was a man prepared for the

call on his life, which was to supply the children of Adam from Cain's lineage with an alternative

culture and religion..."Nimrod lived after the flood. The entire lineage of Cain ALL DIED IN THE

FLOOD!! Only Noah and his wife and kids survived. This is basic Bible 101.This is only one

example of the errors in this book and there are hundreds!!She states that MELCHIZEDEK was "the

priest of all creation, he officiated at the only Creator altar on the planet to propitiate the damage

done by Lucifer's rebellion and the subsequent demonic host evicted from heaven to terrorize the

earth."She states that Daniel was a prophet and the CHIEF OF THE MAGI in Babylon!She states

that Jehovah stopped the use of CAVES OF DIVINATION because people were worshipping other

gods beside Him.She states that Adam reigned over the earth for 70 years after his exile from Eden,

then was dethroned by the serpent. (See SACRED NUMBERS)She teaches that God was not the

actual agent of creation, nor the one who controls the destiny of nations because there are

PROTOCRATIC forces and PROTOCRATIC AGENTS (aka- angels) who did and do this for

Him.And the list goes on and on and on...Where is she getting this information??Looking at the

single list of books she used to get her information, I was very troubled. Many sources were New

Age and occultic in nature. These included:The Hebrew GoddessThe Dictionary of Classical

Mythology, Religion, Literature, and ArtDictionary of SymbolsAlso... Jesus did not get an entry in

this dictionary, nor is His name mentioned much in this book.For that matter Peter, Paul, and Grace

are also missing.

I purchased this book a few months ago and it has helped me maybe once. I don't like it at all.

There has to be a better resource out there. It doesn't have as many basic words as I thought it

would. Plus the explanations don't really tell me anything to decipher my dreams. Wish I could

return it, because I would!

This book is so detailed. I thought it was going to be a little pocket dictionary with a few words and

definitions and explanations but was I wrong! This book is thick and it has every definition of every



word that relates to the prophetic including people, places, and times of events.

It's a great resource for those who are just starting to walk in their prophetic gift, it has so much

information to help you understand all aspects of the Prophet anointing. Apostle Dr Matthew

Stevenson suggested this book to us and he is a Chief Prophet and I learned from this book exactly

what that meant.

I've only had it a couple of weeks, but so far it has not been helpful because everything I look up

seems to give me the occult meanings and history instead possible biblical meanings. I can

appreciate the research that went into the book, but I would have preferred a more positive

approach and help in interpreting my dreams and visions - I have no occult/witchcraft background,

so this book doesn't apply to me. Maybe it will in the future if I start interpreting other people's

dreams who have that kind of background.

My first Prophet's Dictionary was given to me by my former pastor over 10 years ago and it has

blessed me tremendously. I have a school of the prophets and when I teach my prophetic ministry

class all of my students are required to have the prophet's dictionary. Many of them as well as

myself have now downloaded it to our iPads and kindles. Every prophet or seer should have this

book and research it every day. This book has helped me on many of occasions to look of

meanings of symbols that the Spirit of the Lord has showed me in dreams and visions.

Great book! Love the biblical foundations used for interpretations! If you dream, get visions, or just

plain old "see" things and want to know what they mean, this is a great book to have in your

collection!

Good book I learned a lot from this book and i would recommend any prophet to get this book. This

book is easy to read and understand,
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